Lou Warde
She Dreams of Argentina
for Guitar Quartet
*Artificial harmonic:* The first finger of the left hand holds the lower note (standard notehead). The index finger of the right hand touches the node (diamond notehead) 12 frets away (13th fret). The thumb in the right hand strikes the string.
She Dreams of Argentina

GUITAR 1

Freely, molto rubato  \( \frac{3}{2} = \text{c. 76} \)

Solo or section

A

B  a tempo
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In time

Più mosso

molto rubato to end

molto rit.
She Dreams of Argentina

GUITAR 2

Freely, molto rubato \( \text{\textit{j}} = \text{c.} 76 \)
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*Artificial harmonic: The first finger of the left hand holds the lower note (standard notehead) while index finger of the right hand touches the node (diamond notehead) 12 frets away (13th fret). The thumb in the right hand strikes the string.
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III

IV

D

Più mosso

poco rubato

a tempo

E

molto rubato to end

molto rit.